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Waste
Visible – Invisible and the cost of Energy

When the economy is booming organizations quickly begin to overlook the waste that they
are generating. The organization stays laser focused on producing sufficient goods to
satisfy the customer demands on time.
We have spoke about the typical wastes that exist in every organization, how to identify
them, categorize them and eventually eliminate them …

But also we have both Visible and Invisible wastes …

.
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Let us explore those Invisible wastes a little deeper …
In many cases Wastes are glossed over simply as a cost of doing business.
In many cases the cost of the waste is calculated through re-work or scrap costs. In the
majority of cases these costs are calculated as an impact to the business by calculating
the cost incurred of invested labor and materials.
However the impact is far greater … especially in these time of capacity constraints. You
need to calculate the impact of lost capacity and a very hidden waste … energy !!
Energy has never been on my radar screen as a hidden cost since it is typically masked
within my overhead rates of running equipment but now with the advent of Carbon Tax
energy costs are now becoming a significant driver of costing models. In past issues we
have discussed the cost that air leaks can have on your energy budget and that time spent
with a simple wrench inside a quiet plant can save you some serious dollars by using our
Air Leak Calculator …
Air-Leak-Calculator
We are in discussion with David Arkell of 360 Energy about the linkage between Energy
Costs and the power of embracing Lean Methodologies to help companies lower overall
costs to produce by making Energy Costs more visible to every person within the
organization.
However, I also ask that you start to calculate your wastes in a different manner … namely
as lost sales. Organizations invest heavily in order to gain a new customer or a new order
and these need to be cherished since this becomes the life blood of your organization.
In most cases, organizations hope that after the investment of labor, material and
overhead costs that they will mange to have a profit of 10% or 10 cents of every dollar
sold.

If we express our waste and rework cost as 10 cents … it does not have a real visual
impact or create a sense of urgency to correct. But if we then express the situation of
dollars of sales lost it will become a much larger number which should attract significant
interest to improve the situation.
I applaud companies that are in pursuit of zero land-fill contributions but they still may
have significant internal rework expense … so the pursuit of the Perfect Process should
remain a prime focus.
I would also challenge every organization to calculate your carbon foot-print and how you
can reduce or become a negative contributor … future generations are counting on our
action !!!
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